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Better drugs faster?
With the cost of bringing a new therapeutic
agent to the market now estimated at around
$2 billion and the disappointing pace of
approvals of new therapeutics, the drug
discovery industry is under increasing
pressure to improve the efficacy, selectivity,
efficiency and economics of drug discovery
and development. DiscoveRx® is a fast-
growing, innovative company that develops,
manufactures and commercialises reagents,
complete assay kits and turnkey solutions for
the drug discovery screening and profiling
markets. Our products, biochemical and
cell-based assays, enable customers to
improve research productivity and
effectiveness, thus accelerating the discovery
and development of new drugs. 

Born from innovation
Since our founding in 2000, DiscoveRx® has
played a central role in enabling drug
discovery processes to become more efficient
and stable by identifying and developing high
quality products and services that mitigate
development bottlenecks and meet the
complex needs of researchers across the drug
discovery continuum. Our products and
services are the result of years of technology
development and are born from innovation
and the central underlying platform, Beta-
galactosidase-based Enzyme Fragment
Complementation (EFC). Today it is a leading
platform in drug discovery though is has been
and continues to be used in diagnostic patient
testing. With the launch of the first high

throughput chemiluminescent screening
platform for GPCR screening to now having a
world-renowned portfolio of cutting edge
functional cellular assays for all major drug
target classes, DiscoveRx® has continued to
innovate and break new grounds. 

Better information leads to 
better decisions
With advanced scrutiny on drugs coming
out to clinics, there is an increasing need for
technologies and screening solutions that
provide a more comprehensive
understanding of mechanism of action as
well as putative cross reactivity. Being able to
rule out ineffective compounds and off
target effects in the drug discovery process is
key to reducing overall development costs
and providing patient centred medicine that
works. This is ultimately what DiscoveRx® is
focused on. 

Our award winning PathHunter™ cell-
based and HitHunter® biochemical assays
were developed to help streamline and
make the drug discovery process more
productive. Leading companies are working
with these platforms for assay development;
screening, lead optimisation and SAR
efforts to reduce false positives and off
target key effects in order to more
effectively identify key compounds that
define high quality drug discovery. 

Ground-breaking product portfolio
Our GPCR portfolio includes assays that go
beyond second messenger or radioactive
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ligand binding assays into newer areas such
as ligand bias, deorphanisation, receptor
internalisation and more recently GPCR
hetero- and homo-dimerisation. Leading
cell-based kinase portfolio includes receptor
tyrosine kinase as well as cytokine receptor
and cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase assays.
These assays have obviated the need for
cumbersome ELISA-based and FRET
techniques thereby enabling discovery of a
novel class of therapeutics including
functional biological therapeutics. A
collection of such diverse assays all utilising
one unifying detection platform is truly
remarkable and allows for the first time the
ability to do whole cell functional profiling
against all drug targets. This truly
symbolises how complex biological
problems can be addressed by simple and
elegant solutions.

Unleashing drugs that make 
a difference
DiscoveRx® has created an innovation
model that has attracted leading researchers
and product developers to our centres of
excellence in the field of GPCR and kinase
in and outside of North America. We are
firmly committed to building and
maintaining a knowledge-centred business
that enables customer research and
development to flourish. 

DiscoveRx® is an idea and innovation
business. And ideas come from people who
collaborate with business partners,
educational institutions and individuals
inside and outside of our business. The
result unleashes innovation and places
relevant and timely products and services
inside of the drug discovery continuum
faster and allows our partners to work within
their needs. 

In September 2009, DiscoveRx
Corporation, GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and
Medical Research Council Technology
(MRCT) announced a three-way alliance to
seek out natural substances that bind to 
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs).
Through the identification of the natural
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ligand for these receptors it is anticipated
that this work will identify and validate new
drug targets that could ultimately help
develop new therapies, as compounds that
modulate GPCRs are already the basis of
many licensed medicines.

Essential ingredients, 
essential thinking
Our goal has always been centred on the
idea that we will create technologies that
enable the highest levels of innovation and
development to enrich the lives of

researchers, doctors and patients. And by
focusing on this goal, we have become a
well-known and trusted brand and on the
way to becoming an essential ingredient in
high quality assay development to pre-
clinical drug discovery. DDWi


